Range of Conditions

The Range of Conditions specifies different work environment and conditions that may affect performance.

Essential operating conditions that may be present are included. These essential operating conditions may include work situation, needs of the candidate, accessibility of the item, and local industry and regional contexts.

The Range of Conditions is restricted to essential operating conditions and any other variable essentials to the work environment.

Where the Range of Conditions is being used to develop an assessment for a Unit of Competency it is essential that all assessment requirements are met and the assessment conditions are complied with.

Assessment Conditions

- An assessor of this unit must satisfy the requirements of the NVR/AQTF or their successors; and Industry regulations for certification and licensing; and,
- this unit must be assessed in the context of this sector’s work environment; and,
- this unit must be assessed using Resources and Infrastructure Industry sector specific policies, procedures, processes and operational manuals; and,
- assessor requirements differ between sectors as follows:
  - when assessing this unit in the context of the Drilling sector:
    - an assessor must demonstrate the performance evidence, and knowledge evidence as outlined in this Unit of Competency, and through five (5) years of work in the Industry sector; or,
    - where a co-assessment or partnership arrangement exists between a qualified assessor and an Industry technical expert, the Industry technical expert can hold the unit being assessed, and/or demonstrate equivalency of skills and knowledge at the unit level. An Industry technical expert must also demonstrate a minimum of three (3) years of continuous work in the Industry sector, with the preceding one (1) year in the unit they are co-assessing; or,
  - when assessing this unit in the context of the Metalliferous Mining sector:
    - an assessor must demonstrate the skills and knowledge of this unit through five (5) years of current and continuous work with the Industry sector and must hold the TAE Assessor Skill Set or equivalent; or,
  - when assessing this unit in the context of the Coal Mining sector:
    - an assessor must demonstrate the skills and knowledge of this unit through twelve (12) month work experience in an Industry relevant to the skills being assessed within the last three (3) years; and,
    - where the assessor does not have current experience a co-assessment or partnership arrangement needs to exist between the qualified assessor and an Industry technical expert/subject matter expert. The Industry technical expert/subject matter expert must demonstrate competency in the unit being assessed, and be currently working in the sector with a minimum of twelve (12) months’ work experience within the last three (3) years; or,
  - when assessing this unit in the context of the Extractive sector
    - an assessor must demonstrate the skills and knowledge of this unit through five (5) years’ work experience in the Industry sector; and,
- where the assessor does not have current experience a co-assessment or partnership arrangement needs to exist between the qualified assessor and an Industry technical expert/subject matter expert. The Industry technical expert/subject matter expert must hold the unit being assessed and be currently working in the sector with a minimum of two (2) years’ of current work experience; or,

- when assessing this unit in the context of the Civil Construction sector
  - an assessor must demonstrate the skills and knowledge of this unit through five (5) years’ work experience in the Industry sector; and,
  - where the assessor does not have current experience a co-assessment or partnership arrangement needs to exist between the qualified assessor and an Industry technical expert/subject matter expert. The Industry technical expert/subject matter expert must hold the unit being assessed and be currently working in the sector with a minimum of two (2) years’ of current work experience.

Glossary of Terms

An Industry technical expert/Subject matter expert

- is deemed competent in the performance criteria of the unit being assessed, and where possible, holds formal recognition of competence in the specific units of competency from this Training Package, at least to the level being assessed
- demonstrates current knowledge of the Industry, Industry practices, and the job or role against which performance is being assessed
- communicates and liaises with the assessor throughout the assessment process

Current experience

- The current event or activity belongs to the present time, meaning the activity is happening or being used or done now
- For an external assessor this can be demonstrated through exposure to Industry through constant site assessments across various locations